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BOE Model Name 

32.00" Screen type 

1920(RGB) x 1080[FH D]69PPI Pixel configuration 

698.4 x 392.85 mm (H xV) physical dimension 

Surface treatment 
-

0 Contrast 

Full view Optical mode 

89/89/89/89 (T yp.)(CR� 10) Responsiveness 

0.50+0.S0 mm Transmittance 

16.7M , 72% NTSC Backlight type 

850g (Typ.) signal system 

60Hz Supply voltage 

Bonded COF 6 source chips Maximum rating 

1920*1080 

1400:1 typ 

350cd/m' 

16:9 

178° 

16.7M 

AC110-240V (50Hz-60Hz) 

Allwinner A401 
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Allwinner A401 strongest quad-core 1.8GHz Cortex-A 17 quad-core GPU Mail-T764 

9.0 Android system 

ROM:16GB 

RAM: 1GB 

Support multiple playback modes such as looping, timing, interstitial, etc. 

Support up to 3840*2160 

Support horizontal screen, vertical screen, full screen and split screen playback 

5 switches per day, seven days a week can be set up, 24 hours unmanned management 

Left channel, right channel, 8O5W speaker 

You can set mobile subtitles, and play subtitles in commercials 

HV320FHB-N02 

Liquid crystal glass, a-SI TFT-LCD 

RGB vertical bar 

7084x4054x1.36mm (HxVxD) 

Matte surface (Haze 1 %), Hard 
coating (3H) 

1200:1 (T yp.) [Transmission] 

ADSDS, normally black display, 
transmissive 

8 (Typ.) (G to G) ms 

5.0% (Typ.) (including polarizer) 

No backlight 

LVDS (2 ch, 8-bit), connector, 51 pins 

12.0V (Typ.) 

Storage temperature: -20 ~ 60 °C 
Working temperature: 0 ~ 60 °C 

Support JPG, BMP, PNG, GIF and other image format browsing and support rotation/slide show, up to 4096*4096 resolution 

Video: All video formats Music: MP3 style music 

RJ45/IEEl802.31/100M ETHERNET LAN; WIFI 

3G, Ethernet, support WiFi/Bluetooth 4.0, wireless peripheral expansion 

Support terminal log and program log management 

Support TF card 

1 0M/1 00M/1 000M adaptive Ethernet 

Manual switch machine, automatic timing switch machine. 

Background operation software LAN/Internet, B/S management software 

Language Simplified Chinese, Traditional Chinese, English and other languages 

GPS External GPS (optional) 

Material The body adopts 1.5mm advanced metal sheet metal and full tempered glass 

Frame All aluminum with high hardness, colors: silver, black, white (customized, other colors can also be customized) 

Spray paint Metal baking paint (color can be sprayed as needed) 

annex wifi antenna, power cord 

package Foam and carton packaging 

(1) One year warranty for the whole machine
During the warranty period, quality problems caused by normal use, such as color difference, touch failure, etc. (Does not include man-made damage)

(2) Charged warranty
For quality problems arising from abnormal use, maintenance fees will be charged depending on the degree of damage.

(3) Special lnstructions--Man-made damage cannot be warranty.
Liquid crystal is a glass product. If it is dropped from a high place or hit hard, it may cause the screen to burst and the broken lens cannot be reshaped.

Space Tower, Abdulaziz Hamad Al Saqer Street, Kuwait City, Al Asimah, Kuwait, Tel. +965 65614272, 
email: signogramkw@gmail.com
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